
October Sample of
the Month

7” Colorware
Plastic Plate

As Low As

$.39
(R)

per piece



     Tranter Graphics 7” Plastic Colorware Plates are ordered for an 
annual Halloween party.  The plates are ordered in orange with a 
black triangle printed in the center representing the nose of a 
jack-o-lantern.  The children then visit different stations and collect 
other pieces needed to complete the jack-o-lantern.  The plates 
are collected and put on display throughout shops and restaurants 
around the town.  

     For their gender reveal party, expecting parents order TGI 
Colorware 7” plastic plates, half in classic pink and half in pastel blue.  
The plates are personalized with the babie’s due date.  Cake is served 
on the plates and the guests choose the color based on what they 
think the gender of the baby will be.  Behind the couple a banner is 
dropped revealing the gender and everyone that chose a pink plate 
holds it up their plate and cheers. The couple now knows they are 
expecting a baby girl. 

     A non-profit organization puts together a Thanksgiving dinner for 
the less fortunate in their community.  They order Tranter Graphics 
7” Colorware plates in festive fall colors to serve the pumpkin pie 
after dinner.   The plates are imprinted with organizations helpline 
phone number and shelter address.  
  

7” Colorware Plastic Plate (ASCPLP-7)
    In the market for a promotional product that’s ideal for virtually any business, fundraiser or special event? These 7” round 
plastic plates are perfect for imprinting your company name or logo. These plates are well suited for amusement parks, 
outdoor festivals and corporate picnics. Donate Tranter items to non-profit organizations and lend a hand for their next 
fundraiser. it’s a great way to build a “delectable” marketing campaign!

For more information please email samples@trantergraphics.com

Use the code below to receive Next Column 
Pricing on your ASCPLP-7 order.
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Cannot be combined with any other offers.
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